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Local Professor Makes Provocative Debut in This Jealous Earth
When Scott Dominic Carpenter started writing short stories a few years ago, he thought he
knew what was in store for him. After all, he’d spent twenty years teaching the literature of
Balzac, Flaubert and others as a professor at Carleton College, so how hard could it be to
slip to the other side and start creating his own literary fiction?
“Staggeringly hard,” he reports. “If I’d known then what I know now, I might never have
taken it up.”
Fortunately, he did keep at it, and the result is This Jealous Earth, a collection of sixteen stories
with a distinctly Midwestern flavor. The stories begin with simple settings that gradually turn
strange: a man has to kill his beloved pets, a family prepares for a trip that turns out to be
the Rapture, and a young student starts selling body parts to make ends meet. Though often
touched with humor, the tales range from poignant to unsettling.
“I’m interested in moments of decision,” Carpenter says, “Those instants where we’re
confronted with a choice that will change the course of our lives. I bring my characters to
the brink of such changes and then watch the consequences unfold.”
The reviews concur that it seems to work. As writer Siri Hustvedt put it, “This Jealous Earth
examines the nuanced turns and shifts of human events and feelings that imbue the ordinary
with the extraordinary.”
The collection also experiments with our understanding of what a short story is, for several
pieces are mere bursts of two or three pages. “I think of them as disks between vertebrae,”
the author comments. “They both separate and support the longer stories.”
Now that This Jealous Earth is available, you might think Carpenter has gotten fiction out of
this system. But no: his first novel, Theory of Remainders, is due out in May.
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Wednesday, January 30, 2013; 7:00 pm: public reading at Subtext Books, 165 Western Ave
N., Saint Paul, Minnesota 55102.
Saturday, February 2, 2013; 2:00 pm: public reading at The Bookcase of Wayzata, 824 East
Lake St., Wayzata, MN 55391.
Friday, March 8, 2013; 7:30 pm: public reading at Monkey See, Monkey Read, 425
Division St. S., Northfield, MN 55057.
Advance praise and reviews for This Jealous Earth:
Featured on Minnesota Public Radio and reviewed on MinnPost
“Engaging…charmingly nostalgic.”
—Publishers Weekly
“Incredibly moving…Carpenter’s writing is clear and delightful.”
—The Rumpus
“We wait in slow horror for the banal details of our lives—ticking in the corner of these
stories like time bombs—to detonate.”
—Gregory Blake Smith, author of The Law of Miracles and winner of the Minnesota
Book Award.
Tautly constructed, psychologically acute, and elegantly written stories… By turns sad,
funny, tender, and alarming, This Jealous Earth examines the nuanced turns and shifts of
human events and feelings that imbue the ordinary with the extraordinary.
—Siri Hustvedt, internationally bestselling author of What I Loved, and The Summer
Without Men.
Title: This Jealous Earth
Print format: Paperback 5.5” x 8.5”
ISBN: 978-1480172777
Language: English
Page count: 206
Approx. Word Count: 53,000
Genre: Literary Fiction
Electronic formats: PDF, ePub, .mobi
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List price: $15 Print / $4.99 eBook Release Date: January 15, 2013
Distribution: Amazon, Lulu, iBooks, Kindle Books, Nook Books, Ingram, local bookstores.
###
Purchasing information at http://midwestgothic.com/2011/01/this-jealous-earth-by-scottdominic-carpenter/
To request hi-resolution cover artwork, email mwgothic@gmail.com
To request a print, PDF, mobi or ePub advance review copy, email mwgothic@gmail.com.
When linking to our website, please use http://midwestgothic.com/2011/01/thisjealous-earth-by-scott-dominic-carpenter/
About the Author
Scott Dominic Carpenter was born in Minneapolis but grew up on the move. After proving
himself ill-suited to mining, factory work, and other forms of hard labor, he took refuge in
libraries and classrooms, many of them at the University of Minnesota and the University of
Wisconsin. He teaches French literature and critical theory at Carleton College (MN), but in
addition to his scholarly work, he commits fiction, examples of which have appeared in
venues like Chamber Four, Ducts, Midwestern Gothic, The MacGuffin, Prime Number and Spilling
Ink. A Pushcart Prize nominee and a semi-finalist for the MVP Competition from New
Rivers Press, he will soon release a debut novel (Theory of Remainders, Winter Goose
Publishing). His website is http://www.sdcarpenter.com.

Download high-resolution author headshot, © Paul Carpenter
About MG Press
MG Press is a micro-press devoted to publishing a small number of titles each year. An
extension of the literary journal Midwestern Gothic, MG Press retains the same core values:
shining a spotlight on Midwest authors by focusing on works that showcase all aspects of
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life—good, bad, or ugly. The authors and books chosen exemplify these traits; they are
representatives of the Midwest, and aim to celebrate what makes the Midwest such a unique
place, highlighting our mythologies, stories, and culture that the world may be missing out
on. MG Press was founded by Jeff Pfaller and Robert James Russell.
For more information, visit http://www.midwestgothic.com/mgpress or email
mwgothic@gmail.com
This release is copyright free and may be distributed or altered by the recipient.
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